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SUMMARY 

The Problem 

The purpose of this research is to determine the 
effect on learning of varying (1) the total amount of factual 
information presented in a film of a given length, and (2) 
the length of time allotted to conveying a fixed amount of 
information.  The question is:  Does Increasing the con- 
centration of facts li a film result in a proportionate 
increase in learnings 

Procedure 

Pour experimental'film versiovs dealing with the 
causes and manifestations of th    weather were made  up from 
a series  of Navy training films  on aerology.    The  Long 
Heavy version  ran 29 minutes and contained 224 facts;   the 
Long Light version also ran 29 minutes but contained 112 
facts.    The Short Heavy version ran 14 minutes and 
contained 112 facts:  tha Short Light version ran 14 minutes 
but contained 56 fact? .\   The total number of words   in each 
pair of equal  length kept constant by the use of repetitions, 
prefatory statements, and other "filler" material which did 
not add new facts. 

1 

The four experimental versions were shown to 
four groups in each of three different populations. High 
School students (12th grade). Air Force basic trainees, and 
College students.  In each population a fifth control 
group did not see the film. All groups took the same 136 
item multiple-choice question information test. The High 
School and Air Force groups took the test again after 
delays of four weeks and seven weeks respectively. 

Results - 

Significant learning occurred. Every group 
saw experimental film earned a substantially higher score 
than the control group which did not see a film. The 
"best" version in an all-around sense on the basis of 
total score differed from population to population. For 
the High School sample the Short Heavy version seemed 
to be the most effective, for the Air Force and College 
samples the Long Light version seemed to be most effective. 
At the end of €ne delayed recall period all differences 
among the versions were much smaller than they had been 
on the immediate retention test, and most of them were 
not significant. 



Conclusion 

It seems clear from the data that packing more and 
more Information Into a film yields only very slight Increments 
In total measured learning.  In no case did the Long Heavy 
TTlm group learn anything approaching twice as much as the 
Short Heavy or Long Light groups, nor did the latter learn 
twice as much as tne^nort Light group. 

Analysis of the test performance suggested that 
the films were rather difficult for the populations used In 
spite of the fact that the reading level of the scripts was 
at the 7th or 8th grade. 

♦ 



RELATIONSHIP OF LENGTH AND FACT FREQUENCY TO 

EFFECTIVENESS OF INSTRUCTIONAL MOTION PICTURES 

W. S. Vincent*, P. Ash and L. P. Greenhlll 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The purpose of this research Is to determine the ef- 
fect on learning of varying (1) the total amount of Information 
presented In a film of a given length, and (2) the length of 
time allotted to conveying a fixed amount of Information.  The 
experimental question posed Is:  Does Increasing the fact 
density of a film result In a proportionate increase in the 
learning accomplished? 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURES 

The Films 

Using as source material a series of films on aei'o- 
vlsual material was selected for inclusion in four 

versions of an introductory film on the weather. 
logy1. 

"The Weather" covered, in more or less detail de- 
pending upon the version, the basic facts with respect to the 
formation and characteristics of frontal weather, and the 
effect of weather conditions on flying. 

A careful content analysis of a tentatively selected 
body of material was made to permit controlling within narrow 
limits the content of four versions of the film. 

The unit of content employed was the individual 

Dr. W. S. Vincent was the initial project leader. 
Extensive work on this research was done by the 
Film Research Staff 

The source films were in color and in animation. 
They had been produced by the Walt Disney 
studio for use by the Department of the Navy- 
The films included: 

Aerology 
Aerology 
Aerology 
Aerology 
Aerology 

Fog 
Air 
The 
The 
The 

(MN-119B), 
Masses and Fronts (MN-119D), 

MN-119E), 
'MN-119F), 

Cold Front 
Warm Front 
"üccTuded Front (MN-ii9b), 



fact,   and   a fact was  defined as any  Item  about  which a question 
could   be  asked.     This was  designated as   the  "questioning  to 
exhaustion"   technique   of   testing«     To   identify all   the   facts 
in each  script,  a   committee     of eight  or   nine   IFRP  Staff Members 
read  preliminary drafts,  and wrote  questions  forevery  item 
mentioned»     The  scripts were modified   so   that   the   number  of 
facts   In   each  vei^iuii could   uecarefuiiy   specii ieuo      ihe scripts 
for the two films   of   each   length   included facts   in  the  ratio   of 
1:2,     However,   the   total   number  of words   in each   pair  of equal 
length was  kept  constant   by the use  of   repetitions,  prefatory 
statements,  and  other   filler  material  which  did  not add new 
facts.      Illustrations  and  examples    were  considered as  repe- 
titions.     This material  was   included   in  both   the  visuals and 
the  commentary.     One  version,   designated  as   Long  Heavy, 
included  all  the facts  used.     This version  ran  30 minutes.     A 
second  version,   the   Long  Light,   included  half   the   facts  used 
In  the   Long Heavy     but  also ran  30 minutes.     A  third version, 
the  Short   Heavy,   included   all  the  facts   that were   in the  Long 
Light  version,   but   ran   15  minutes.     Finally,   a   fourth  version, 
the  Short   Light,  also   running   15 minutes,    included  only half 
the  facts   found   in  e ither   the  Short Heavy  or  the   Long   Light 
version. 

To ensure   further   that  the  commentar ies  of  the   four 
versions were   of equal   verbal   difficulty,   and   that   the   leve1 
of verbal   difficulty wa?   appropriate for   twelfth  grade  high 
school   students  or   military  trainees  of   equivalent  edt.-catlon, 
an   analysis  of the   reading   level  of  the   four   scripts was made. 
The Dale-Chall   formula^ was  used  for   this   purpose,   and minor 
changes were marie   in  the  commentaries   to  obtain equality of 
reading  difficulty.     The  formula   is  based   on   two  counts: 
average   sentence   length,   and   percentage   of  unfamiliar words. 

Table   I summarises   the  characteristics  of   the  scripts 
for  the  four versions.     The   four  versions  were   in  color ani- 
mation  and   in  sound. 

The   Tests 

An objective-type   test  employing   four-choice  questions 
was  constructed.     The   questions  used were those  formulated     to 
Identify  the facts   In  the films.     Since   a   test   of  224   Items 
was  considered  too   long,   a   sample   of   136   of  the  questions  was 
selected.     The  distribution  of question  coverage   for the 
versions   is  also given   In  Table   I.     The   same   test  was  used   for 
all  groups. 

Dale,   E.,  Chall,   J.   S.   Formula   for  predicting  readability, 
Ed.   Res.   Bui.,   1946,   27,        11-20,   37-54 
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TABLE   I 

CHARACTERISTICS  OF  THE EXPERIMENTAL 

VERSIONS OF "THE WEATHER" 

Vers ion 
Long  Heavy     Long  Light    Short  Heavy    Short Light 

Running  Time             28-8 min .     29,1  min, 14.3 mln. 14.3 mi 

Total  Number  of    224 
Facts 

1124* 112* 56 

Facts  per  minute       7.77 3.85 7.85 3.91 

Total   Number   of 
Syllables  3599 3596 1745 1760 

Syllables  per 
minute           124.9 I23o7 122.3 122.8 

Verbal   Diffi- 
culty  of 
Scr ipt 

Dale-Chall   Score 6.8071 6.8911           6.9652                  6.7320 

Grade   Level 7-8                       7-8               7-8                         7-8 

Number   of   Items 
in  Test 136 89<H* 89**                      45 

*    Same   facts 

**    Same   items 

Exper imental   Procedures 

Ty^e  general   procedure   followed   involved   showing each 
of  the  four  versions   to  one   of  four  comparable   groups,   and 
testing   these   fo^r  groups and  a   comparable   fifth Control  Group 
which was  not   shown a   film.     The mean    scores were  compared  for 
(1)   the   entire  test,   (2)   lor   the   items comron  to  all   hut   the 
Short  Light  version,   (3)     for   items  common   to all  versions,  and 
"(4)   for   items  only   in   the  Long  Heavy version. 

Three  replications  were  conducted.      The   replications 
are   summarized   in Table  2. 



I'he  first  replication employed  twelfth grade   students 
In the Lewistown,WIllIamsp ort,  and Sunbury   (Pennsylvan la) h Igh 
schools.     In each  school   live groups  were   asedv     The high 
school  students were   tested for   immediate  recall and for  four- 
weeks delayed  recall. 

The  second replication employed   ten flights  of  recruits 
(basic   trainees)   in the Ajr  Force   (Lackland Air Force 
Base,San Antonio,   Texas).     Each  film  version was   shown   to  two 
flights, who were   tested   immediately and again  seven weeks   later» 

The   third  replication employed  students   In five sec- 
tions  of a course   In  elementary meteorology at   The Pennsylvania 
State College.     These   subjects were   tested  once  only,   one 
week  after  the   film  showings. 

TABLE 2 

SUMMARY  OF THE  EXPERIMENTAL REPLICATIONS 

Rcplication 
High School Air  Force Col lege 

Number  of 
Subjects 434 513 324 

Character Male  and   female, 
12th  grade   stu- 
dents,   five   groups 
in  each   of   three 
h igh schools. 

All  male,   ten 
intact  compan- 
ies   of Air   Force 
basic   trainees 
(two companies 
to each  treat- 
ment ) 

Male  and  fe- 
male ,   in fiv e 
Intact  sec- 
tions  of an 
introductory 
course   in 
Meteorology 

Date   of 
Study(l949) Apr 11 -May June-August September- 

October 

Treatment; 

Films Yes (except 
for control 
group 

Yes (except 
for control 
group ) 

Yes (except 
for control 
group) 

Retention 
Test Immedlately 

after  film 
Immed iate ly 
after   film 

One week 
after  film 

Delayed 
Recall  Test Four weeks 

after  f I Im*- 
Seven weeks 
after   film 

None 

*    Delayed  recall   test not readministered   to  Control   Group. 

0 fe 
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The Populations 

The distributions  on available criteria for  the 
three  populations  used   in  the   study are  given   in Table  3. 

For   the  high  school   students,   only sex distribu- 
tion  data was   obtained.      In each high  schtol,   students were 
taken  from their   classes  and  distributed  among  the  five 
treatment  groups   so as   to  ensure more   or   less  comparability 
with   respect   to   sex,  course   in which   they were  enrolled, 
and  similar factors.     The   groups,   as  finally constituted 
did not  differ   significantly wIth  respect   to  sex  distribu- 
tion   (Chi-square   not   significant  at   the  30 per cent   level). 

For   the Air   Force   basic  trainees,   onl^   educational 
lev^l  was  obtained.     The  methods of  company formation  employed 
in  the Air  Forces  are   such  that  one  may  be  reasonably con- 
fident  that  each   intact company  (flight)   is  a  random sample 
of  the whole A?r   Force   basic  recruit  population.     Therefore, 
intact  flights were  used,  without   further  randomization. 
The     treatment  groups   (two  flights  each)  did  not  depart  sig- 
nificantly from  homogeneity with  respect   to   educational   level 
(Chi-square  not   significant at   the   10  per  cent   level). 

For   the  College   students,   sex,   semester,   and  curri- 
culum  data were   available.      Intact   clashes  had   to  be  used   for 
the  four f i 1m     groups.     The Control  Group  comprised  a  fifth 
class   plus  those   student?   In   the  other   four  classes who were 
absent when  the   films  were  shown.      It may  be   noted   that   the 
treatment  groups,   as  here   defined,   departed   significantly 
from  homogeneity with   respect  to  sex  distribution and  curri- 
culum  distribution   (Chi-sqvare  significant  at   the  5 per   cent 
level   or  better   in  both cases). 

r 



TABLE 3 

DISTRIBUTION OF  SUBJECTS BY SEX,   SEMESTER,  CURRICULUM 

AND/OR EDUCATION FOR  THE COLLEGE,   HIGH SCHOOL, AND AIR  FORCES 

POPULAT IONS 

COLLEGE POPULATION 

Group Sexl 
M         F 

Semester^ 
1-4    5-6     7-8 

Curr icu] 
Sc i.Ag. 

urn 3 
LA Total 

Long  Heavy 
Long Light 
Short Heavy 
Short  Light 
Control 

27 
65 
38 
80 
73 

6 
13 
8 
2 

1Z 

5 11          17 
6 18          54 
9       12          25 

14       18          50 
12     il        47 

13 
32 
11 
16 
11 

8 
19 
12 
20 
22 

12 
27 
23 
46 
48 

33 
78 
46 
82 
85 

TOTAL 283 41 51       80       193 87 81 156 324 

HIGH SCHOOL POPULATION 

Group 
S 

M 
ex« 

F 

Long Heavy 
Long Light 
Short Heavy 
Short  Light 
Control 

40 
43 
34 
32 
50 

40 
48 
49 
49 
49 

• 

80 
91 
83 
81 
99 

TOTAL 199 235 434 

AIR FORCE POPULATION 

Group 
Grade 
School 

Education5 
High 

School College 

Long Heavy 
Long  Light 
Short Heavy 
Short Light 
Control 

15 
12 

9 
19 
11 

92 
94 
93 
75 
21 

0 
1 
5 
2 
2 

107 
107 
107 
96 
86 

TOTAL 68 425 10 503 

1. 

3. 
4. 
5. 

C 
ß 
C 
c 

ll 
■» i- 
u- 
hi- 
hi- 

-square 
-square 
-square 
-square 
-square 

'     10.89,   .05> P > 

: iltllj teM 
■      3.60,   P   > .30 

4.80,   P  > .10 

»Z>2 

.02 



RESULTS 

The means  for   the   film  test   scores   for   the  groups 
seeing   the  four versions  and  for  the Control  Group are  re- 
ported   In Tables  4   (High  school   students),   5(Air  Force  basic 
trainees),   and  G   (College  meteorology  students).     For  each   of 
the   five  groups,   means  and   related  statistics   are  given  for 
the   following  scoresi 

V2  Score   -  based  on 47   itens  covered   by  the  Long 
Heavy version only«    Mean scores  for  the   groups   seeing  the  other 
versions,   where   thRse  mean   scores  were   higher   tH^n   the  Con- 
trol   Group means,   may be  atLributed  to   inferences,. 

V3  Score   - based   on   the  44   items   common  to  the 
Long  Heavy,   Long  Light,   and   Short  Heavy versions.     These 
Items were  not covered   in   the  Short  Light  version. 

V4 Score   -  based   on  the 45   items   common  to al 1 
four     versions.     This  score   represents   a measure  of direct 
learning   on al1   the   tested  material   in   the  Short  L ight  version. 

T2  Score   -  this   is   the   sum   of   the  V3   and V^   scores. 
It   is   based  on the   69   items   covered   in   the   Long   Light and 
Short  Heavy versions. 

Total Score - based on all the 136 Items. This 
score covers all the information included in the Long Heavy 
version. 

The tables of differences among the versions will 
not be included in this report, hut they will be summarized 
brlefly. 

The  following   findings may   be stated: 

1.     Siq 
both the high school sam 
sample ( 7-week interva 
were about one standard 
call means, and this dl 
significant at the 0.1 
anomalous finding (Tqbl 
took place in the Contr 
did not see a film and 
forget) may be explaine 
on the recall test. Tb 
test presented the Cont 
Ing task for the second 
group   largely "gave   up" 

nlf leant  forgett Ing   took JD 
pie   (4-week   Interva1 )  and 
1)   the  delayed   recall   test 
deviation lower than the 

fference was. In almost al 
percent level of confidenc 
e 5) that significant "for 
ol Group in the Air Forces 
, theoretically, learned n 
d on the basis of very poo 
is second administration o 
rol Group with an extremel 
time.     On the second occas 
and   answered  randomly. 

lace.   For 
the Air  Force 
mean  scores 

Immediate  re- 
1   cases, 
e.     The 
getting" 

(this  group 
othing   to 
r mot ivatIon 
f   the   long 
y  frustrat- 
ion,   tb'- 

2.     Signif leant   1 e?>rniny   took  place.   For  both 
the   Immed 1. .e  reca 11   test  and   the d elated   reca 1 1   test,   for   all 
three   populations,   almost every  film group mean   score  is  sub- 
stantially   (more  than   one   standard  deviation)  and  significant- 

9 



ly   (at  the  0.1   percent   level  of confidence)  greater  than the 
comparable Control  Group  score.     The   only exceptions were as 
follows;     the Vi   and V-j  delayed  recal 1     means  for   the  Short 
Ltflht group   in  the  hign  school   sample were   not  s ignifleantly 
TuTürent  from   the  high  school Vj   and V3 means   for  the  Control 
Group;    and  the V2  and V3 means  for   the  Short  Light  group 
in  the College   population were  not   signlficantlydifferent 
from the College Control  Group means  for  these  scores.     Since 
the Vj and V.»   scores  pertain to   information not shown     to  the 
Short  Light  group,   this   finding   is   not   surpr is ing. 

3.     Some   inferent ial   learning 
is   the  converse  of   the   finding  reported 
actually shown   the   items  entering   into  the  Vj 

    took  placeo     This 
hove.    Although  not 

Score,   the members 
of the  Long   Light  and   Short Heavy  groups   in  all  populations 
earned h igher   scores  than  the  comparable  Control Groups  did, 
for   both   Immediate  and   delayed  recall   tests.   Furthermore,  with 
the  exceptions   noted   above,   the  Short  Light  group     Inferred 
significantly more 
Control Groups. 

Vj   and V3   items   than  did   the  comparable 

4.     With  regard to the   inter-version comparisons, 
the  following  comments   seem justifiable: 

sense,   on  the   basis 
a.     The  "best"  version,   in  an all-around 
of the  total  score,   differed  from  sample 

to   sample.     For  the  High  School   sample,   the  Short  Heavy ver- 
sion  seemed  the  most   effective.     For the Air   Force and   the 
College  samples,   the  Long  Ltght version   seemed  tobe most 
effective. 

b«      In the Air   Force and  High  School 
samples,   the   Long Heavy group   scored   significantly higher   than 
any other  on the V.   score  for  the   immediate     recall test.     At 
the  end   of  the   delayed   recall   interval,   however,   this   differ- 
ence approached   zero,   and was  not   significant   In  a  statistical 
sense.     In  the  College   sample   the   Long  Heavy group    had  a 
higher V2   score   than  any other  group  at   the  end of  one  week, 
but  only the  difference  from the  Short  Light  group was   sta- 
tistically  significant. 

The Vj   score   covered   Items   included  explicitly 
only   In the   Long  Heavy version. 

In g eneral,   the  Short  
score   (items  common  to a 

Light Groun gnt ( 
TTv« 

c. 
scored higher on the V4 score Utems common to all versions, 
and the only Items in the Short Light version) than any other 
group. These differenceswere not large, however, and only a 
few were  significant  at   the 5 percent   level   or  better. 

■ 

d.  At the end of the delayed recall 
period, all differences among the version«« were much smaller 
than they had been on the immediate retent ion test, and most 
of them were not significant. 

10 
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TABLE h 

MEANS. STANDARD DEVIATIONS.  AND STANDARD ERRORS OF MEANS FOR 

IMMEDIATE RECALL AND DELAYED RECALL SCORES.  FOR HIGH SCHOOL POPULATION 

No. of Immediate Recall Delayed Recall Mean 
Group cases Mean S.D. SE™ Mean S.D. SEm Diff.     r 

Total Score —m 80 62.2 16.2 1.82 50.1 15.U 1.73 12,1**» .77 
L L 91 63.0 17.3 1.82 52.9 15.8 1.6? 10,1*** .81 
S H 83 6U.1 15.8 1.7U 5U07 15OU 1.70 9.U*** ,90 
S L 81 58.1 15.0 1.68 liT.a 1U.2 1.59 10.9»** ,80 

c 99 ii2.1 7.9 ,80 

T2 Score 
Ltt 80 Ul.9 11.5 1.29 33.8 11,0 1.21^ 8.1*** ,61 
L L 91 U5.6 I3.lt 1,1a 36.9 11,9 1.26 8.7*** .76 
S H 83 U6.6 12,6 1.39 33.1 11.5 1.27 8.5*** ,88 
S L 81 Ul.2 11.3 1.27 32,li 10.5 1.17 8.8*** ,79 

C 99 28,1 5.7 ,57 

Vi Score 
E 1 80 20.U 5.1i .61 16.3 5.6 .63 UoO*** ,6? 
L L 91 17.5 5.0 .52 16.0 U,8 .50 l.U**» ,71 
S H 83 17.U I4.2 .I16 16.6 U,5 oU9 ,8*     ,56 
S L 81 16.9 iu6 .51 IJ1.8 I-.6 .« 2.1*** ,53 

c 99 ih»0 3.U .35 

V3 Score 
I 1 80 20.S 6.U .72 16,7 5,7 .6a 3,8*** ,71 
L L 91 22.3 6.5 .b9 17,9 5.3 .56 li.5»*» ,71 
S H 83 23.5 6.8 .75 18.U 6»3 ,70 5.1*»* ,81 
S L 81 16.7 5.3 .59 Hi.li 5,0 .56 2.3*«* ,67 

c 99 13.9 3.1 .31* 

V^ Score 

t H 80 21. U 5.9 .67 17.1 6.1 .69 li1J3*** ,65 
L L 91 23.3 7.5 .79 19.0 7.3 .77 U,3*** .66 
S H 83 23.1 6.5 .72 19.7 6.1 .67 3.U*** .79 
S L 81 2U.5 7.3 ,82 18.0 6.6 .n» 6.5»** ,70 

C 99 lli.2 3.7 .37 

* Significant at the 5 percent level of confidence 
** Significant at the 1 percent level of confidence 

*** Significant at the 0.1 percent level of confidence 



TABLE ^ 

MEANS. STANDARD DEVIATIONS. AND STANDARD ERRORS OF MEANS FOR 

IMMEDIATE RECALL AND DELAYED RECALL SCORES. FOR AIR FORCES POPULATION 

. 
Immediate Recall Delayed Recall Mean 

Group No. of 
cases 

Mean S.D. SEm Mean S.D. SEm Diff. r 

Total Score 
L H 107 flu 7 13,1 1.27 U2.7 10.7 1.0U 12,0**» .63 
L L 107 56.1 11.9 1.16 UU.8 10.2 .99 XX 0 ^irw-lr .6x 
S H 107 52.6 13.6 1.32 Uli.2 10.8 i.o5 8.U*** .oU 
S L 96 50.6 13.0 1.33 U2.U 9.0 .93 8.2**» .55 

C 86 U0.5 8.5 .92 35.8 e.h .69 U.7*** .38 

T2 Sc^re 

L H 107 37.5 9.0 .87 28.7 7.6 .73 8.8^HH^ .58 
L L 107 hOoh 9.2 .90 30.8 7.6 .7U 9.6»*» .6U 
S H 107 37,9 10.7 l.Oli 30.3 7.8 .76 7.6*** .63 
S L 96 35.5 9.6 .99 28.6 6.9 .71 6.9*** .U6 

C 86 27.2 6.5 .70 2U.2 5.3 .57 J i\Jl*i** .30 

V^ Score 

L H 107 17.2 5.0 M Hi.O U.2 .Ul 3.2«** .U9 
L L 107 15.7 h.2 .Ul 1U.0 U.o .39 1.7** ,36 
S H 107 1U.7 lul ,140 13.9 U.l .39 .8» .U5 
S L 96 15.0 li.5 .U6 13.8 3.5 .36 1.2*» .U5 

C 86 13.3 3.U .36 11.6 2.7 .30 X« fwW ,3U 

V, Score 

L H 107 18.9 U.7 M 13.7 3.9 .38 5.2*** .U5 
L L 107 20. U li.7 .U6 1U.7 U.2 .UO 5.7»** ,58 
S H 107 19.U 5.7 .56 lli.6 U.2 .Ul U.8*** .65 
S L 96 15.0 U.7 .U8 13.6 3.3 .3U l.U«*» .3U 

C 86 13.1 3.7 .Ul 11.9 3.U .37 1.2* .16 

V.   Score 

L H 107 18.6 5.3 .52 15.0 U.5 .UU 3.0*** .52 
L L 107 20.0 5.5 .5U 16.0 U.7 .U5 U.o*»* .UU 
S H 107 18.5 5.9 .57 15.7 U.7 .U6 2,8**» .UU 
S L 96 20.6 6.2 .63 15.0 U.7 .U9 .UO 

C 86 II4.O 3.8 .Ul 12.3 3.3 .36 1.7»*» .19 

*  84 
***   Si 1 ficant    ai 

ficant at 
ficant at 

t the ! 
tne 0, 

> per cent,level of confidence 
per cent level of confidence 

,1 per cent level of confidence 
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CONCLUSIONS 

follows: 
The findings for the study may be summarized as 

The more that Is included In a film, the more will 
be learned. In absolute amount of that Information (e.g., 
the Vj score finding for Long Heavy group).  However inferences 
about non-included but related information may make up for 
failure to present it explicitly in the film.  The superiority 
of the Long Light or Short Heavy versions may be attributed to 
sue1 inferences. 

The data suggest that as more and more information 
is presented Interferences are set up that result in less 
efficient learning of any particular part (e.g., the findings 
on the V4 score - the Short Light Group generally did better 
than any other group on these items.) 

Finally, it seems clear that packing more and 
more information into a film yields only very slight incrementd 
In total measured learning.  In no case did the Long Heavy 
Group seem to learn anything approaching twice as much as the 
Short Heavy or Long Light Groups, nor did these latter learn 
twice as much as the Snort Light Group. 

Analysis of the test performance suggested that 
the films were rather difficult for the populations used, and 
observation of the attitude and performance of the groups 
suggested that they were not very well motivated or very in- 
terested.  It should be noted that this interpretation Is not 
inconsistent with the fact that the reading level of the 
scripts (as measured by the Dale-Chall formula) is at the 
seventh or eighth grade.  These films seemed to be conceptually 
difficult. Furthermore, although each fact was couched in 
simple words, so many facts were presented per unit of time 
(about 4 per minute in the lightly packed versions) that grasp- 
ing a large proportion of them was unlikely. 
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